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the precipitate which formed in the water became so consider.
able, that M. de S. deemed it proper to intermit the use of the
powder, and sent for some more, promising to inform me on
his return from Italy, of what, according to his expression,
had happened. :M. de S. returned at the end of six months,
and sen t me Lack the powdel· in question, which I submitted
to the following experiments.
ht, This powder put into a quantity of cold water, double
that which is nrcessary for dissolving the two salts, rendered it
milky.
~d, Dissolved in a large quantity of water, it deposited a white
powder, which, on being washed several times and dried, was
found to be subcarbonate of magnesia.
The liquor in which this deposit was formed was limpid after
being filtered, and was not rendered turbid, either cold or hot,
by the soluble alkaline subcarbonates. All the acids stronger
than the carbonic disengaged this latter from it. Lastly, when
suitably evaporated, sulphate and carbonate of soda were obtained, part of the latter of which was in the form ·of subcarbonate.
To expl ain here the presence of the carbonate <>f soda, it requires
to be known th~t the quantity of bicarbonate mixed with the
sulphate of magnesia, was more than sufficient to decompose
this Inttl'r salt.
TI,ere results from tl~is observation, that tIle 8tdfldentlfJprO.
longed contact if sulphate W'ma~ne8ia and bicarbonate#,soda in
it dry 8tate, determines a chemical action similar
t'haiwnich
the concurrence of water and heat would produce, ajfortlimga
ztew example qfthe inaccuracy 01 the old chemical aa:iom·: Cor.
para non agunt nisi wluta.-Journal de Pharmai:ie, March
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school of philosophy among the ancients, main.
tained that there .was only one virtue. \Vithasmuch, nay even
more,propriety, it might be maintained, .thatthere is only one
science, at least one physical sci(lnce. The various departments,
CELEBRATRD
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of this scienctJ are so framed, as, in some measure, to accommodate the incommensurability of nature to our capacity; and by
connecting things that are homogeneous, they enable us to take
a survey of natural phenomena; but, while we are occupied with
a single department, we become sensible of its dependence on
others, and are frequently at a loss to assign to each its peculiar
province.
Qf all the departments of physical science, geology is the most
intimat~ly .c9nnected with other branches, and stands in need of
their assistance, or assists them more frequently than any other.
.This m-utijalrellltipu, which contributes, in no small degree, to
'pestowa,peculiar clwrm on geology, has, at the same time, a
tendency to render it a difficult study.
When speaking of Geology, it must be. understood to comprehend Oryctognosy as its foundation; the latter gives us a know.
ledge of the characters, the former of theit" combination. Whoever is in danger of mistaking one character for another, will
never learn:to.read accurately; and he who continually devotes
his attemiontonothing but the characters, may, indeed, owing
to the diffic.llltyofrecognisingthem, be very profitably engaged,
but he will ..be.frustrated as to the ultimate and most essential
object of their l1tudy•. '.
The terre~trial globe, whose structure, so far as it is exposed
to our view, is the proper object of geognostic investigation, is
the extensive workshop wherein the powers ofnature, with which
natural philosophy and chemistry are engaged, have operated,
and are still operating. It is not therefore matter of surprise,
though these two sciences have both a kindred affinity for geology to which..the latter is indeed so closely related, that geology
may be considered as practical chemistry. In addition to this,
geology has, with other departments of science, many points
of contact, from which it may be allowable to select a single example.
Geometry, guided by simple principles, formed regular bodies from limited plane surfaces, and determined their peculiar
properties, without foreseeing that models of them would be
ft>,~~di~Naturehel'self;but since observation has brought us
a~~u~it)ted .with the regular figures of mineral bodies, they ex-
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hibit in relation to this science one of the most important applications, as well as one of the most unerring standards, by which
they al'e distinguished.
.
.
; ...
. When the geometer, by his measurements,prov€s that the fi.
gure of our earth may, like that of other p~anets, be ~ete~min~
by its revolutions, and hence draws conclUSIOns regardmg Its onginal state of fluidity, we find that the phenomena of geology
lead to the same result. When he weighs its mass in a balapce,
whose arm is the semidiameter of the sun's orbit, we are unable.
to confirnl his statement by immedi'ate observation; but we ob·,
tain, in this way, a basis on which we can, in some measure, rest
our conclusions regarding the internal structure of the earth. :
If we contemplate its surface, ~ith all its inequalities, it isgeologyalone that can give us a disti1l:ct representation of them. ". All
local descriptions, not springing from this source, either leavc..be.,
hind them indistinct and erroneous conceptions, or are entire-:
ly fanciful. This surface being the. habitation Qf our species,.
its fjO'ure
and
its changes must, therefore, be closely connected
l:J
,
,
with the history of the human race; and though the most Important of those changes may be far anterior to their origin, andto the period of history, we may yet, in more than one geognostic fact, nnd suggestions and disclosures, which cannot be. un~c.
ceptable to the historical investigator. These facts concur wIth
historical testimony, in representing the elevatedplatfo'tlIls ;of
Asia, as the cradle of the human race, and in explaining tbeirdif-'
f~sion from that centre; find the traditions' of deluges,·.found·
among all the nations of antiquity, arecorroborated-hy"thestm
existing traces of those violerit .events,
The monuments concealed in the bosom of the earth, and extending to the whole organic creation, are still more instructive.Between the dead and the living there yawns a chasm; indeed,
which we can never overleap; but if any thing can lift the veil
that hangs over the origin and progress of the ol'glinic world, it
must be those remains of it, for the knowledge of which we are
indebted to geology.. So far as we have examined thecrustoi'
the earth, we have discovered in its struCture and materials no
transition from simple to compound: The;or~erof.titne has
'established nO relation, according to which the strata of simple
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rocks of. the earliest formations are the simplest; while the
newer are more and. more compound ; on the contrary, the
oldest app~ar to be th.e most c~mpound. . In comp~el~ OPp?S~•.
tion to this, theorg amc wol'ld, III each of Its two pnnclpal dlVlsions exhibits a series of formations from simple to compound;
the ;implest being the ol~est. r~hus we ob~ervc .animal life
commencing in infuf;ory ammals, WI~~out ~ny dlscermbl.e o:gans.
Simple digestive organs are 6rst vIsible III the polYPi; In the
echinodermata the organ of respiration first appears; in insects
a sys~m of l.ierV'es and muscles; in crustaceous animals circul~
tion; and
the last two, simple organs of sense make their
appearance,· At the sam~ ti~e, generation preser~es the pe.
c.uliar character of orgamc bemgs; and after havlllg accom.
plishe~ its purpose, by mere division and dissolution, the particulargenerative organs develop themsel ves in distinct ~exes. With
thejvertebral animals are conjoined the series of the vertebral,
in which every system appears more perfect, and more closelyconnepJed. New organs of sense are unfolded, and the
brain becomes· the centre ~)f feelinga perception and life, till
in man its8t.tains the highest state of perfection and endows him
with consciousness andratiollality. L()ng ago, celebrated naturalists, ~elyingl,lpon tpese observations) attempted, with more or
less success, to arrange the species.of animals, some.tim.es accord.
ing to .a scale of gradation, and sometimes according to a retia
culated form, without giving any distinct accoUllt of the meaning
of such an arrangement. Should it, like the piling LIp of a cor:
lection of books, merely serve tor a more convenient survey of
innumerable creatures, without Ilny reference to their origin? Or,
do they intend, by· means of such an arrangement, to express the
4esign that hovered in the mind of Omnipotence, before he called these creatures into being? Or, hl;tve they originated in the
way in which thcy appear in .the scale of gradation, as if the
hand of theCreatQr, li.ke that of a human .artist, perhaps, must
first be exercised on simple formations, before it wa5 capable of
pro<Jucing such as were compound?
Upon these questions, whose answer might contain no less
than a key, to the profoundest secrets of nature, Mr Lamarck,
~~:.?!:tl)7~osFsagaciousnaluralists of our day, has expressed·
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himself iri the most unambiguous manner. He admits, on the
onc hand, the cxistence of the simplest in"fusory animals; on
the other, the existence of the simplest worms, by means of
spontaneous generation, ~hat. is, by an aggregati?n process of
animal elements; and mamtams, that all other anImals, by the
operation of external circumstances, are evolved from these in
a double series, and in a gradual manner. On that account,
the scale of gradation, according to which he arranges the animal kingdom, is, at the same time, the history of their origin;
and the discovery of this truly natural method, the most important problem:Of the natural philosopher. Although it should
1I0t be forgotten, that this meritorious philos~pher, more in COD·
fonnity with his own hypothesis than is permitted in the pro.
vince of physical science, has resigned himself to the influence
of imuo-ination, and attempted explanations, which, from the
presen; state of om' knowledge, we are incapable of· giving, we
nevertheless feel ourselves drawn tQwards it, .and these notions
of the progressive formation of' the organic world, m~st. be
found more worthy of its first Great Author than the limited
conceptions that we commonly entertain.
.
Geology can alone inform us, how far this successive course
of development may have been followed by nature. When aU
the races of animals, whose remains are containedin the crust
of the earth, have been better ascertained than at present,and
their situations better known. when we have discovered at what
period of the earth's formation any species of animals makes its
appearanct) for the first time, we shall then be able to draw conclusions, more or less accurate, concerning the or,der of succession. The doctrine of petrifilCtions, even in its present impel'.
fect condition, furnishes LIS with accounts that seem in favour of
Mr Lamarck's hypothesis. We, in fact, meet with the. more
perfect classes of animals, only in the more recent beds of rocks,
and the most perfect, those closely allied toour own species, only
in the most recent; beneath them occurgranivorous, before carnivorous, animals; and human remains, are found only in aIlu.
vial soil, in calcarcous tuff, and in limestone ponglomerates.
Geology does not inform us merely of. the origin of animal
species> but also of their destruction. Out of the vast number
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of animal remains, but few belo'ng to species now living, and
these only, in the most recent rock-formations; by far the greater number of their primiti\'e structures are lost, and the older
the beds of rock in which they make their appearance, so much
the more do they deviate in their formation from the species now
tl existence.
May this destruction, as is commonly received,
have been the result of violent accidents, and destructive revolutions of the earth; or does it not rather indicate a great law of
nature, which cannot be discovered by reason of its remote antiquity ?Within the narrow circle of vision in which the organic
world manifests itself to our observation, we observe individuals
only going to destruction, and in opposition to that, great preparations making for the preservation of the species. But if all
living perish, may no pOlnt of duration have been fixed for the
species; or do we not rather; in these signs of a former world,
discover a proof, that, from n change in the media in which or.
ganic creatures lived, and from powerful causes operating upon
them, their power of propagation may be weakened, and at
length become perfectly extinct? h the continual decrease, then,
wpich we observe among some species, a consequence of the various modes of destruction they experience from the hand of
man, or may it not rather be produced by natural circumstances, and be 'a sign of the approaching old age of the species?
The distinction of species is undoubtedly one of the foundations of natural histQry, and her character is the propagation of
similar forms. But are these forms as immutable as some dis~
tinguished naturalists maintain; or do'not our domestic animals
and our cultivated or artificial plants prove the contrary? If
these, by change of situation, of climate, of nourishment,and
by every other circumstance that operates upon them, can change
their relations, it is probable that many fossil species to which
no originals can be found, may not be extinct, but have gradually passed into others. As there are periodical movements
of the heavenly bodies, that is, movements that are visible only
after hundreds of years, so there are undoubtedly periodical
changes inthe organic world. If these have required intervals
offitntl that are antecedent to all historical traditions, and to the
dlItatiQlleven·of th~ human race, the monuments 'concealed in
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the bosom of the earth can alone reveal them. We indeed o~
serve that the Ibis, whirh was worshipped in ancient Egypt, and
preserved as a mummy, is still the same in modern Egypt; but
what are the few thousand years to which the mummy refers,in
comparison with the age of the world, as its history is related by
geo1ugy.
Geology likewise supplies us with instructive disclosllres r~
garding the distribution of organic beings. If we, in all the
regions and climates of the world, meet with a striking uniformity in the structure of the earth, we also, on the contrary, observe plants and animals of a most varied character scattered
over its surface. As there are among the dicotyledons, that is,
among the more perfeetp1ants, no species, which are at the
same time indigenous to the hot climates of the old, and new
world, so both halves of the globe in the same zone possess mam..
miferous animals, birds, reptiles, and insects peculiar to each.
Species common to both are found only among the inferior gradations of organization, and species of a higher order are found
only in those high northern latitudes, where the continents were
undoubtedly at one time conjoined. From the combined results of organic geography, aud the doctrine of petrifactionsJit
will at once follow, whether the ancient population of the terrestrial globe was distributed according to the'same laws3s at
present. Even now, many of the petrifactions of cold climates;
whose species and families are produced only in hot· countries,
indicate a great change in the tempeL'ature of their former·'si..
tuations, and phenomena; like that of the rhinoceros found ':on
the shore of the Wi1hui, and of the mammoth at the mouth of'
the Lcna, are likewise indications of sudden changes in those
places. Along with the distribution of species, we also acquire
a knowledge of the distribution of individualsJ and of their
modes of life, from their fossil remains, because these remains,
like living creatures, appear to liS sometimes. single; and dispersed at other times innumerous bodies, 'and closely crowded
together.
:
The doctrine of petrifactions containsalsb tbe histOry ofthe oi~
ganic world, as natural history contains its description. Like the
coins, inscriptions, and works of art; 'which mah, us acquainted
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withthe varied destiny of our own species, these monuments have
been buried in the earth, and, by that means, have been secured
against destruction. The Siberian and ?hinese popular traditions of the mammoth living in the interIOr of the earth, are at
least figuratively correct; and, in conjunctio~ with the remai~s of
a, former world, bear evidence of an earh~r state of things.
The remains of all plants and classes of ammals, whose structure permitterl it, have been preserved in great abundance;
and, although the distinction of species not unfrequently confronts u's with unsurmountable obstacles, a knowledge of them
mustlead ,to important results; at least, if we admit that the
v~rious forms have been evolved from a primitive model, and
that the species have arisen from an original generic form. But
to perform what may be expected from it, the doctrine of petrifactions should keep pace with the improvcmen t of botanical
and zoological methods, and renounce names and distinctions
which have no longer any meaning.
Independent also of this connection between the inorganic
and the organic world, between geology, botany, and zoology,
it is surely no unprofitable occupation for a rational being, to inquire what this earth upon which we live consists of, how it is
constructed, what changes it may have suffered, and what it
may still be destined to undergo. Whoever is still unsatisfied,
whoever estimates the value of science, not by intellectual desires but by practical advantage, ought to recollect that there
are few of the arts of life to which geology is· not more or less
applicable. It is one of the foundations of agriculture) which
cam:lOt flourish without a knowledge of the soil: it instructs us
in the course and operation of water, whether we wish to pre.
vent itfrom doing injury, or to turn it to advantage: it enables
us to search out materials for our habitations and furniture, and
the·. art of working mines, with ~hich geology originated, and
Which in return yields its most valuable productions. We hence
eOllceive that the study of geology brings us in continual COIltact with the most· exalted scenes of nature, with all that can
~ptivate our imagination, and fill our souls with vast concepH~ns,andthus explains the interest that is daily more and more
\l~~~~~4.by,jt, and which warrants the .most sanguine .expectatlonsofits future progress.
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Geology has shared the fate of all experimental sciences.
Its first steps, for the most part directed by necessity, consisted
ofloose and superficial observations on those phenomena more
immediately presented to our attention. But, as it is~peculiar
prerogative of our nature to entertain a desire of tracing back
causes, and explaining operations, theories of the earth were
early indulged in; and these,. although often absurd, were not
without their use. Afterwards it was considered presumptuous,
from those fragments of the earth's crust which we had looked
upon rather than examined, to draw conclusions as to the forma..
tion of the earth, and to relate its history, as if we had been coeval with the events; and that true geology must be a collection, arrangement, and comparison of facts, and its theories only general observations. This view being gener~l~y admit~d,
geology may be said to have passed from the conditIon of chtldhood, and assumed its station among the sciences.
These theories are essentially different from those of other
branches of physical science. When the natural philosopher
makes mention of two electric fluids, or of a luminous matter,
he is perfectly, well aware that the causes of electrical or lumi...
nous phenomena might be different from what he imagines; yet
these modes of expression are most convenient for producing unity
and connection among the facts that have come under his observa,tion. Geological theories are, on the contrary, ot a purely historical character. Whether granite be a production of fi·re or water,
is a matter of indifference in the explanation of its oligin, if we
are incapable of producing it either in the one way or the other;
but whoever tells us that the present crust of the earth was
unce in a state of fusion, and that, upon cooling, it became a'solid mass, exhibits an event which, like the heroic exploit' Of
a Curtius or a Clrelia, should be received only upon the most
indisputable testimony. Geological theories are,the~efore) mOre
exclusive than physical; hence a reason why geologists have always been more at variance than natura~ philosophers.
.
It is therefore the duty of the geologist to proceed cauttous..
ly with his conclusions. In return for tha.t, he is su~ciently indemnified by the nature of his study, which bears In the most
distinguished manner the peculiar character of all physical
science.
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Du Female Pheasants
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tIle Male Pl1tmae,e.

G~Qlogy obtains its materials from mineralogical geography,
whO$egeneral results it selects and combines, in the same manner
a.sstatepolicy,does with the results of civil geography. The
advancement of -the one, therefore, depends on the progl'~ss of the
other; and although it may be advantageous to science, from
time to time; to exhibit a correct view of its progressive advancement, as it is profitable for the traveller to stop sometimes and take
a retrospective view of the. country he has passed, geology has
nevertheless to expect improvement principally from a patient
and laborious investigation of single districts. There are but
fe~ iwho,bY'8...glance, can determine general relations and throw
light upon science, as there are but few travellers who are qualified to give any instructive information concerning the social
condition ofacountry: On the contrary, anyone provided with
the necessary knowledge, may, by an accurate and detailed examination of a district, contribute, if not general views, facts that
!\el."Y~ as.:a,Joundation for the great geological edifice. And any
one who ,reflects how much time and perseverance are necessary
fm:, examining the geognostic'character of even a limited district,
espooiaUy cif ,its interior is not laid open by mines and natural
sections,lwill.agr.ee with us, that this investigation, like that of
the character and customs of a people, must chiefly be the work
of an inhabitant.

0111 .Female Pheasants assuming the Male Plumage. By M.
.. , .

ISIDoRE GEOFFROY ST HILAIR"E.

P iIEASANTS sometimes bccur in'the woods, as well as in a state
of domestication; which, from the dulness of their colours, while
at the same; time t:hey'possessthe male plumage, were long considered as'males in adis~a.sed state, or with their feathers soiled
and, tarnished; hut it has been ascertained th~t they are hen
}ji~dsWith':'the plumage or males; and, 'in fact, Vicq d'Azyr
and;¥ludtiit, from the inspedionof the sexual organs in, such
·;B~r.~~,"hll~~·p!aced thiscuriolls fact beyond the reach doubt.
;~~~uit~inhi~ acc.o\mt of it, in the Encyclopedie Methodique,
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